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講義スケジュール
• 1：混沌の時代から繊維写真の時代

• 2：サイクロール説

• 3：二次構造の解明

• 4：DNAの構造

• 5：結晶構造解析法の発展

• 6：高分解能構造解析の始まり
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High-resolution protein 
structure analysis

postscript: next 50 years of protein crystallography
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Ancient  history 185 

Fig. 2. Bror Strandberg (left) and Dick Dick- 
erson  (right) returning from the EDSAC I I  
computing center carrying the paper tape sort- 
ing board for the myoglobin 2-A data set. In- 
dividual strips of tape  contained intensities 
from  minimum to maximum I ,  and were 
sorted manually on h and k by thumbtacking 
them to the proper square on a grid drawn on 
the sorting board (high tech!).  Tape strips for 
native myoglobin and the various heavy atom 
derivatives were tacked  together  and later 
were read through a tape reader again to pro- 
duce  one  long master data  tape. 

was completely dry,  and  an efflorescence  of  dried salt 
covered the  outside  of  the  tube. I was stunned. I walked 
into Kendrew’s office,  explained briefly what  had  hap- 
pened,  and tendered my resignation. 

Kendrew didn’t shout  at me and didn’t laugh  at me, 
which  would  have been even worse. Instead, he said 
calmly that of course I wasn’t going to resign over a  thing 
like that; we would  just  have to see where we were with 
the gold  derivative. As feared,  there were no  more vials 
of crystals in gold chloride,  and  the  project obviously 
could  not wait 2 years for  more gold to diffuse in. So we 
went with what we had already collected. Hence to be ac- 
curate,  the 2-A resolution structure analysis of sperm 
whale  myoglobin was not  carried out with three  isomor- 
phous derivatives, but with 2.75. 

Space  forbids saying  much about how the  data were 
collected,  derivatives  refined, and phases  analyzed. The 
final calculation of the three-dimensional electron density 
map  on EDSAC I1 was an all-night party. Dave Phillips 
and some of his group came up (sorry,  down)  from  Lon- 
don  for  the event.  (One heavy atom  data set had been 
collected at  the Royal  Institution.)  It  took  literally all 
night to calculate  the  map. John was sufficiently worried 
about  machine  errors  that he  then  repeated the  entire 
Fourier  synthesis  calculation on a defense computer  to 
which he had access at a  military base. We plotted  the 

map sections on Plexiglas sheets, stacked the sheets over 
a light box,  and threw a cocktail  party at  dusk  on  the 
Peterhouse  lawn to celebrate. I vividly remember Sir 
Lawrence Bragg, director  of  the Royal Institution  and 
the  man who  had  brought  Perutz and Kendrew to  Cam- 
bridge,  taking the elbow  of  guests at  the  party  and  pro- 
pelling them to the light box,  pointing  at an a-helix  that 
ran obliquely through  the map sections, and saying excit- 
edly: “Look! See, it’s  hollow!’’ Hollow it  was indeed, and 
striped with a barber pole pattern  that was clearly resolv- 
able  into a -NH-C,-CO- polypeptide  backbone. As a 
genuinely unexpected dividend,  at 2.0 A you could even 
use the  carbonyl  groups  to figure out which way the 
backbone  chain  ran.  A  small  thing  today,  perhaps;  but 
in 1958 who knew what to expect? It had never been 
done before. 

The  map was calculated in August 1959. I literally 
threw the  maps  on Kendrew’s desk and ran  for  the  boat 
train to Southampton.  Bror  Strandberg stayed 3 months 
longer and helped interpret  the  map in detail.  Herman 
Watson  joined the  group  and carried on  the interpre- 
tation. 

One interesting  postscript: J.D. Bernal of Birkbeck 
College once  remarked that you would never be  able to 
interpret  the three-dimensional  Patterson  map of a  pro- 
tein unless you built a model big enough to walk through. 
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John Kendrew with model of 
myoglobin in progress 

Kendrew’s wire forest model

1Å = 5 cm
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Earliest Primary Reports of Macromolecular Structures

1958: Myoglobin Kendrew JC, Bodo G, Dintzis HM, Parrish RG, 
Wyckoff H, Phillips DC.  Nature 181, 662-6.

6 Å

1965: Lysozyme Johnson LN, Phillips DC. Nature 206, 761-3.6 Å

1967: Ribonuclease Wyckoff HW, Hardman KD, Allewell NM, Inagami T, 
Johnson LN, Richards FM. J. Biol Chem. 242, 3984-8.

3.5 Å

1968: Papain 2.8 Å Drenth J, Jansonius JN, Koekoek R, Swen HM, 
and Wolthers BG. Nature 218, 929-32.

1971: Insulin Blundell TL, Cutfield JF, Cutfield SM, Dodson EJ, 
Dodson GG, Hodgkin DC, Mercola DA, Vijayan M. 
Nature 231, 506-11.

2.8 Å

1971: Protein Data Bank established at Brookhaven National Laboratory

1960: Heamoglobin Perutz MF, FRS, Rossmann MG, Cullis AF, Muirhead H, 
Will G, North ACT.  Nature 185, 416-22.

5.5 Å
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1968: Papain
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Drenth J, et al. Nature 218: 929-32.

Fig. 1. Pair of stereoscopic photographs of 
the electron density map.
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1968: Papain
Drenth J, et al. Nature 218: 929-32.

Fig. 4. Perspective drawing of the main 
chain conformation.
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1971: Insulin
Blundell TL, et al. Nature 231(5304):506-11.

Fig. 3. The atomic position in the insulin molecules.
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その後の蛋白質結晶学
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! より大きいもの
- ウイルス粒子

! より複雑なもの
- リボソーム

! より重要なもの
- 膜蛋白質，疾病関連蛋白質

! より精密な解析
- プロトン伝達，電子伝達
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ウィルスの構造解析
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Fig. 3

Nature (1978) 276, 368-373
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V.t Coat Protein Sequence Determination and its Structural Implications 
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(Received 1 February 1984) 

CVe report the chemically determined sequence of most of the polypeptide chain of 
the coat protein of tomato bushy stunt virus. Peptide locations have been 
determined by comparison with the high-resolution electron density map from 
X-ray crystallographic analysis as well as by conventional chemical overlaps. 
Three small gaps remain in the 387-residue sequence. Positively charged side- 
chains are concentrated in the N-terminal part of the polypeptide (the R domain) 
as well as on inward-facing surfaces of the S domain. There is homology of 
S-domain sequences with structurally corresponding residues in southern bean 
mosaic virus. 

1. Introduction 

The three-dimensional structure of tomato bushy stunt virus, determined 
crystallographically to a resolution of 2.9 A, has been described in some detail 
(Harrison et al., 1978; Harrison, 1980; Olson et al., 1983). The coat protein subunit 
folds into three domains (R, S and P), with a connecting arm between R and S. 
The N-terminal, inward projecting R domain is flexibly tethered to the rest of t’he 
subunit: it therefore cannot be seen in the electron density map. The S domains of 
the 180 subunits form a tightly bonded shell, from which the P domains project in 
pairwise clusters. The connection from S to P is a hinge, with one orientation in 60 
of the subunits and another in the remaining 120. Figure 1 is a diagram that 
shows schematically how the subunits pack in the virus. A, B and C denote three 
similar but distinct packing environments. For a more detailed account, see Olson 
et al. (1983). 

The initial X-ray analysis relied on an amino acid sequence for the coat subunit, 
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AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF TBSV 705 
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FIG. 2. Sequences of peptides from TBSV and their alignment in the polypeptide chain of the coat 
protein. Peptide names are based on cleavage methods. CN, cyanogen bromide; MT, maleylated 
tryptic; SP, staphylococcal protease; C, chymotrypsin; HA, hydroxylamine. Peptides sequenced as 
mixtures are identified by the names of both peptides in the mixture (e.g. MT2/MT3). The sizes of gaps 
were derived from the crystallographically determined electron density map. Arg60 and Arg259 were 
placed on the basis of the specificity of trypsin for cleaving after arginine in the maleylated protein. 
Arg59 and His70 were assigned on the basis of the CNl composition (Table l), the likelihood that 
peptide MT5 would not have a second arginine, and the X-ray map. Residues 107 to 109 were assigned 
using the MT7 composition and the X-ray map. 
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CVe report the chemically determined sequence of most of the polypeptide chain of 
the coat protein of tomato bushy stunt virus. Peptide locations have been 
determined by comparison with the high-resolution electron density map from 
X-ray crystallographic analysis as well as by conventional chemical overlaps. 
Three small gaps remain in the 387-residue sequence. Positively charged side- 
chains are concentrated in the N-terminal part of the polypeptide (the R domain) 
as well as on inward-facing surfaces of the S domain. There is homology of 
S-domain sequences with structurally corresponding residues in southern bean 
mosaic virus. 

1. Introduction 

The three-dimensional structure of tomato bushy stunt virus, determined 
crystallographically to a resolution of 2.9 A, has been described in some detail 
(Harrison et al., 1978; Harrison, 1980; Olson et al., 1983). The coat protein subunit 
folds into three domains (R, S and P), with a connecting arm between R and S. 
The N-terminal, inward projecting R domain is flexibly tethered to the rest of t’he 
subunit: it therefore cannot be seen in the electron density map. The S domains of 
the 180 subunits form a tightly bonded shell, from which the P domains project in 
pairwise clusters. The connection from S to P is a hinge, with one orientation in 60 
of the subunits and another in the remaining 120. Figure 1 is a diagram that 
shows schematically how the subunits pack in the virus. A, B and C denote three 
similar but distinct packing environments. For a more detailed account, see Olson 
et al. (1983). 

The initial X-ray analysis relied on an amino acid sequence for the coat subunit, 
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(a) _/ ,_ -...- . . . . .._- ,.: . ..__ . .._ ,;’ ,,:. --------.... ‘~., ,;’ ,’ ‘..., ,’ I.,, L a ~%, T 

(b) FIG. 3. Diagrams of (a) P and (b) S domains, indicating main-chain hydrogen bonds involved in 
secondary structural elements and the amino acid sequence in single-letter code. These diagrams are 
related to the folded structure as shown in the inset Figures. See Figs 10 to 12 of Olson et al. (1983). 

In the C subunit of TBSV, the side-chain of Trp144 extends inward to contact 
Pro93 in the ordered arm, and its ring nitrogen hydrogen-bonds with Asn161 on 
the 2-fold related subunit. Both Pro93 and Asnl51 are also present in SBMV, but 
the reported orientation of the Trp side-chain in the SBMV model precludes the 
hydrogen bond with Asn (Rossmann et al., 19833). Another intersubunit bond 
that is conserved in the two viruses is His108 (His71 in SBMV) to Asn197 (Asn152 
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CVe report the chemically determined sequence of most of the polypeptide chain of 
the coat protein of tomato bushy stunt virus. Peptide locations have been 
determined by comparison with the high-resolution electron density map from 
X-ray crystallographic analysis as well as by conventional chemical overlaps. 
Three small gaps remain in the 387-residue sequence. Positively charged side- 
chains are concentrated in the N-terminal part of the polypeptide (the R domain) 
as well as on inward-facing surfaces of the S domain. There is homology of 
S-domain sequences with structurally corresponding residues in southern bean 
mosaic virus. 

1. Introduction 

The three-dimensional structure of tomato bushy stunt virus, determined 
crystallographically to a resolution of 2.9 A, has been described in some detail 
(Harrison et al., 1978; Harrison, 1980; Olson et al., 1983). The coat protein subunit 
folds into three domains (R, S and P), with a connecting arm between R and S. 
The N-terminal, inward projecting R domain is flexibly tethered to the rest of t’he 
subunit: it therefore cannot be seen in the electron density map. The S domains of 
the 180 subunits form a tightly bonded shell, from which the P domains project in 
pairwise clusters. The connection from S to P is a hinge, with one orientation in 60 
of the subunits and another in the remaining 120. Figure 1 is a diagram that 
shows schematically how the subunits pack in the virus. A, B and C denote three 
similar but distinct packing environments. For a more detailed account, see Olson 
et al. (1983). 

The initial X-ray analysis relied on an amino acid sequence for the coat subunit, 
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M.W. of major capsid protein : 40,527 Da (180 copies)

Total capsid protein : 7294.86 K Da

Resolution : 2.9Å

PDB ID: 2TBV
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PDBの伸びグラフ
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